
My speech during the debate on Local
Government Finance (England), 10
February 2021

I thank the Government for their generous assistance to councils to help us
through the pandemic crisis. My constituency is served by West Berkshire
Council and Wokingham District Council—both are unitaries. They certainly
needed money to assist with the extra costs that covid-19 has caused, and
there was a scheme, the pressures grant, to do that. The councils certainly
needed assistance to deal with losses of tax revenues, and there was a scheme
to reimburse 75% of lost tax revenues during these extraordinary times of
business closures and business stress.

There were clearly difficulties with shortfalls on sales, fees and charges,
and again a scheme was introduced —I am pleased to see today that that is
being extended for another quarter, because it looks as though there still
will be an overhang into the second quarter of this calendar year. I am
particularly pleased that there is additional assistance to allow councils to
be sympathetic to people who are struggling to pay their council tax. The one
little niggle that Wokingham has still suffered from is that where the
council has brought in private sector management for a leisure sector, there
can be difficulties with reimbursement for lost revenues. I would like to see
further progress in sorting that out.

In the past, both West Berkshire Council and Wokingham Borough Council have
suffered from pretty tight, or low, social care grants, and I am pleased to
see a reasonable increase in social care grant going through for the next
year. I urge Ministers to continue to look at that grant, because there is
growth in demand and need, and we want high standards of care for people who
require assistance. Certain councils, particularly the two serving my
constituency, which were right at the bottom of the pack in terms of the
amount of grant in relation to population, needed some tweaking of the sums.
It is a very difficult situation. It is as costly looking after the elderly
or children in Wokingham and west Berkshire as it is in the rest of the
country, so we need at least as much, proportionately, as other places. We
have often suffered from that.

I want to reinforce the Secretary of State’s important message about the role
that councils can and should play in getting the country back to work and, in
particular, in revitalising, refreshing and renewing our town centres, our
village shopping areas and some of the shopping centres in which councils are
engaged or have a stake. It is true that councils are very important agents
in setting the tone, providing the regulations, sorting out the planning, and
sometimes, as co-owners or landlords, creating the right kinds of spaces in
our town centres and facilitating or providing the right environment for a
return to vibrant life.

Let us be in no doubt: this is going to be a big ask and a difficult task,
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because the covid crisis and the resulting closures have accelerated a number
of trends that were already under way. There will be more online shopping
relative to shopping in shops, even after we get some return to normal and
people can get out more and more shops can open. People will need to be
tempted back to the restaurants and the cafés. We will need to work carefully
with the businesses that own and run the shops and manage the cafés and
restaurants to make sure that government, where it can, assists them and
allows for the adaptation and development of town and village centres so that
they can flourish again, with probably a different mix of services and
businesses from that which preceded the covid crisis.

For example, as councils are usually the highways authority and they control
access to town or village centres, surely the first thing they need to do is
to review that access. A lot of families are going to need the car for
elderly people, for children or because of the distance they are from the
town centre in order to get there in the first place. They may need the car
because if they are buying too much shopping to carry easily, they will need
the boot to take the shopping back home. We need to make sure that car access
is permitted. That requires looking at junctions to smooth them and make them
safer, but also to improve the safe flow of traffic. I was pleased to hear
the Secretary of State mention that there will be money for bridges, because
quite often impediments to getting into towns are created by railway lines
and rivers, and we may need more bridging capacity. I hope that the
Government will look particularly at light-controlled junctions, because
those with the wrong phasing can be clumsy and impede progress for people
into town, city and village centres.

Councils often either own the parking provision or are important in making
sure that it is adequate, and they sometimes regulate the car parks. I
therefore hope that they will understand that in order to tempt people back
into these centres to turn them back into the vibrant spaces we want, there
may need to be a discount or a generous offer, certainly in the early days,
to give people the idea that it is safe to go back into the town, that they
are wanted there, and that they can then park for long enough. Increasingly,
visits to our towns and shopping centres will not just be for be an hour or
so to go and do a bit of quick shopping—people will want to sit down and have
a coffee or lunch. They may want to take advantage of some of the services in
the town centre, as well as actually buying physical goods. They may wish to
enjoy the experience of lingering a bit longer in the shops, having been
denied that for so long. I hope councils will look carefully at parking
arrangements, and be generous.

I hope planning authorities will look carefully at flexibility so that
owners, who may include the councils themselves, are allowed to carry out
sensible plans for optimising the use of the building. The Secretary of State
has been doing a lot of work on ensuring that planning restrictions and
designations do not get in the way of sensible flexibility. Indeed, we will
need plenty of flexibility and imagination, because a number of businesses
that operated in town and city centres a year or more ago will not be
available.

A great number of large chains of shops have gone through receivership or



made major reductions, having come to the conclusion, one way or another,
that they want fewer physical stores. Even if they have a good online offer,
which will work with their favoured locations, we will see a lot of those
chains retreat from high streets and shopping centres. I also fear that,
wherever possible, a lot of small shops may need a friendly arm around them
from the council and the Government, as otherwise we could lose a lot of
capacity in the small shop area.

I trust that councils and the Government will work to make the situation as
attractive as possible. A bit of money may need to be spent on beautifying
towns and village centres, and ensuring they are in good order to welcome
people back. Councils often have town or shopping centre managers, who need
to be given backing in order to come up with imaginative solutions.

This huge task is in everybody’s interests, including shoppers, landlords,
employees and the councils. Above all, councils need to help the Government
to rebuild the tax base of our towns, cities and village centres, and ensure
that there will be that flow of business revenue in future—not just business
rates, but the trading revenues that the national taxation system can collect
and reroute to local government. Without prosperity there is not sufficient
money for great public services, and councils must be part of the process
through which that prosperity is rebuilt. I thank the Secretary of State for
the help he has offered local councils. I urge him to please be generous on
social care, and to do everything he can to promote the recovery we
desperately need.

Town Centres and Councils

Yesterday in a debate on the local government finance settlement for next
year I raised some general issues about Councils and our Town Centres as well
as local matters over the adequacy of grants and other  central government
assistance.

When we come out of this extended lockdown we will be able to judge the
permanent damage done more easily. Some shops and service providers will
decide they cannot continue in business, given the long period of closure and
partial working and the impact that has had on cash flows and borrowings.
Some successful businesses will decide that they can carry on in future with
more of their offer coming from digital commerce and less needing physical
premises in each town and Village Street. There will be pressure to lower
shop rents, and to move more rents onto a turnover related basis. Government
will remain under pressure to keep business rates low where they have been
reduced, and to cut them where they have not.

Councils are part of this debate because many have come to be important
players in their local shopping areas. All principal Councils are important
regulators and planners of shopping areas, deciding on what landowners can
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and cannot do with their properties, defining the streetscape and controlling
the transport policies. Many are also now landlords of shop properties
themselves, needing to consider the impact of recent changes on their rental
and tenancy prospects. Many employ Town managers, help control shopping
centres, run public sector facilities and determine the car parking and
access strategies. They therefore need to both  decide how much of these
various involvements they want, and what they are trying to do with their
interests in these matters.

I urged them to wish for one thing – a strong commercially led recovery,
helping shops and businesses rebuild their trade and earn the means to pay
the rents again as soon as possible. The High Street has a high job content
in what it does, adds to the variety of life by creating a social focus, and
a backdrop for cultural, sporting  and civic events. It represents much of
what we have missed during lockdown. Forlorn High Streets stand largely
empty, each closed shop a reminder of the economic damage to tenant and
landlord alike of forced closures.

A good Council will make access and parking easier to rebuild trade. It will
be flexible over planning permissions for changes of use and adaptation of
buildings. Where it is an owner it will be realistic over future rents and
uses itself. It seems likely there will need to be closures of a good many
shops, as we have too many for likely future levels of physical shopping.
That means we need imagination by developers and good will from Councils to
convert or rebuild retail estate as homes, places for entertainment  or other
workplaces as soon as possible.

Reform of the NHS

I was surprised to read of possible plans to undertake another reorganisation
of the NHS. Apparently the government is thinking of reversing some of the
changes introduced by the Lib/Con coalition government when Messrs Cameron
and Clegg launched a joint document proposing giving GPs the power to procure
services from hospitals and others through Clinical Commissioning Groups.
There was some resistance to these changes which prompted a  review led by
Oliver Letwin which concluded by  continuing the policy with some alterations
to the detail. This system has been in place for a short decade now, and has
just been tested by the pandemic. Reponses to the virus have greatly
strengthened central decision making and resource allocation.

Ministers have become more involved in issues like protective clothing,
capacity and medical priorities, listening to the advice of their national
Scientific and Medical advisers on these matters and then making decisions
based on that advice. As Health is a devolved matter the Chief advisers to
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland have also had bigger roles, and there
has been some effort to get agreement between the four parts of the UK.
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Usually there has been high level agreement about the overall priority of
fighting the virus, sharing of approaches and data, but detailed differences
in timing and magnitude of lock down responses. There have also been some
differences in success with obtaining a range of supplies and in the pace of
vaccinating. The roles of the NHS country Chief Executives and of national
quangos and advisory committees have also been tested in public debate about
their quality and wisdom.

The pandemic does provide an opportunity to review the system, though it
would be wise for the crisis to be past before rushing to conclusions about
what worked and what needs improving. During the phase of seeking to scale up
the provision and future supply of protective equipment there was a danger of
competing initiatives bidding against each other, and making it complex for
local care homes and hospitals to know how best to secure the needs they had.
There needs to be some review of how big are the benefits from central
purchasing, how central purchases are  best distributed, and what are the
continuing  benefits of local determination of need and procurement of
supplies.

I see there is also discussion of rolling into the agenda possible changes to
the financing and access to care homes. This is a perennial topic which we
can debate again another day in the context of intergenerational fairness and
fairness between elderly people with different ailments and needs. Any change
to the approach which states that if an elderly person needs care home
accommodation and hotel service they should pay for it out of capital until
they hit a minimum when they can qualify for state payment of the fees could
be an expensive new commitment for taxpayers, though popular with those who
might then inherit the housing wealth of the elderly person. I think the
urgent priority is to see government thoughts on how the central and the
local management of the NHS has worked during the pandemic, and what can be
done to improve it for the future.

My contribution to the Statement on UK
Shellfish Exports, 8 February 2020

John Redwood (Wokingham) (Con): Will the Secretary of State work with fish
and general food retailers to promote and sell more of our great fish and
other food products to domestic consumers? Will that in mind, will he
urgently make grants available to expand cleansing facilities for shellfish,
because we will need them for the domestic market?

The Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
(George Eustice): I very much agree with my right hon. Friend. It is
important that we build domestic demand. Indeed, many fish processors say
that demand in the European Union is flat anyway because of the coronavirus
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and the lockdown, while UK retail demand remains quite buoyant for some
species, although sadly not for all—in particular, the shellfish sector is
quite reliant on export trade.

He is right that we should do more to promote fish, and we are working on a
project with Seafish that the Government will co-fund to help build demand in
exactly the way he outlines.

More home food production

Yesterday there was an Urgent Question on the EU ban on exports of bi valve
molluscs from the UK to the EU.  The Defra Secretary told us he had prior
assurance  from the EU confirming the legality of this trade post Brexit, but
the EU have now changed their mind. The UK has been supplying continental
restaurants and food shops with some shellfish. The English fishermen supply
them straight from the sea, with continental processors  cleansing  them for
sale with their own depuration facilities. He promised to seek urgent
reversal of the decision, understanding  the damage it is doing to small
fishing businesses. It affects oysters, muscles and clams, not  the larger 
trade in lobsters and crabs. Demand on the continent is down anyway given the
widespread closure of restaurants.

I urged him to make help available to the UK industry so we can process the
shellfish here. Then they could be exported as food products. It would also
mean we could sell them through our own fishmongers and food stores. The EU
is being unreasonable over various food trade issues. It is high time the UK
government took tougher action to enforce our UK internal market and ensure
the smooth passage of food into and out of Northern Ireland, and time to be
firm over fish. I did get a more encouraging reply to a recent written
question on growing more of our own food.

The Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs has provided the
following answer to your written parliamentary question (144914):

Question:
To ask the Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, what
steps he is taking to promote and support more protected growing of
vegetables and salad crops to extend the UK growing season. (144914)

Tabled on: 28 January 2021

This question was grouped with the following question(s) for answer:

To ask the Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs,1.
what assessment he has made of the potential to extend the UK fruit
growing season; and what support his Department provides to growers to
extend their season. (144915)
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Tabled on: 28 January 2021

Answer:
Victoria Prentis:

We have the ideal climate and landscape to enable us to produce a wide range
of fruit, vegetables and salad crops throughout the year. Innovation such as
the development of new plant varieties and growing systems has already
allowed growers to extend the domestic growing season for products such as
strawberries.

We will continue to encourage and support our growers to produce more high-
quality home-grown fruits and vegetables, ensuring a reliable and sustainable
supply of top quality and healthy home-grown fresh fruit and vegetables
throughout the year, all produced to high environmental standards.

Growers of protected and salad crops are currently able to apply for
financial support to help them improve their productivity via the Fruit and
Vegetable Aid Scheme, and looking ahead the Agriculture Act will provide
powers to offer financial support to anyone starting, or improving the
productivity, of an agricultural or horticultural activity.

Later this year, growers will have the opportunity to apply for support to
invest in equipment, technology and infrastructure via the new Farming
Investment Fund. This will help them to boost their productivity whilst also
reducing impact on the environment.

The answer was submitted on 08 Feb 2021 at 14:57.


